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Build One Disc Wheel Track Bike
First I must thank David Heywood who measured up the wheels on his
bike “Fred” and sent us the dimensions we used to prepare the .dwg
file we used for laser cutting on our machine, this is on the disk we can
post to you. It also has lots of photos and is too big a file to email.
From this .dwg file a laser cutting firm could cut you a set of flat parts
for the 3 wheels out of 6mm mild steel – ours cost £151.15 (2010) price
including VAT. If you are quoted a silly price, shop around or check the
shipping costs & use the one we do.
Steel Service Centre Limited,
Hanger 5, New Road, Hixon, Stafford, ST18 0PJ
Telephone 01889 270241
www.steelservicecentre.co.uk

The toothed sprockets we used were 46 tooth and 19 tooth.
Look at the photos on the disc. There were lots of imaginative variations
in Scandinavia, search on the web too, you may find the perfect girl for
you.
On this 3 disc wheel Trackbikes the spacing on my wheels is
6 – 35 – 6 – 35 – 6, a total of 88 overall and 76 mm for the rail head.
Gauge Problems
Track always spreads and rarely in my experience goes in, heavy trains,
old track and the wheel cone angle (with the same 1 in 20 cant inwards
on both rails) always pushes the track outwards.
However damage from accidents can cause the gauge to be tight in
places, and also through pointwork. This machine has a pair of double
flanged wheels on the bike side and an unflanged wheel on the
outrigger, so the gauge isn’t actually too important.

Bits

Cone Angle
Some machines have 4 or 5 discs but no sign of a cone angle in any.

You will also need 30mm axles (to suit the gap in your frame) welded to
the square hole boss, plus 10mm studding, nuts & tube sleeves also
10mm coach bolts to join the square hole boss to the wheel.

Jacqui drew the original plans and sketches and Trevor Catterson
and Percy Young, of Darlington, Co Durham corrected them and
built Trevor’s bike from the corrected computer generated plans given
below Trevor has photographed everything he did and his photo diary
is a brilliant “how to”.

Also 4 sealed ball bearings in carriers, (2 of the carriers need folded over
and drilled strips to act as chain tensioners).
A sacrificial bicycle and a few strips of 2mm steel sheet plus access to
welding and brazing. Try local evening classes, local Model Engineers will
aim you in the right direction, all the bits are their size (and if you
explain the project an interested one may help you).

Important
Mock up the dimensions until you are happy with them,
before you cut the wood frame, you may be larger or smaller
than we are.

These are the most simple
rail wheels you can make

The “drivers side”s wheels have the outer discs
larger than the inner, this “grips” the rail head.

Outrigger wheel ring, 2 off

Large wheel ring, 2 off

The outrigger has 3 discs the same size.
All laser cutting from 6mm mild steel

Centre bosses for coach bolts, 3 off each type

Outrigger Wheel centre, 1 off

Large wheel centre, 2 off

Exploded View Jacqui

Imperial Frame Sizes Jacqui

Cross Section Axle carriers, ball bearings and wheel
Welds as black triangles

Jacqui

Things not shown on the drawings
and spotted by Trevor Catterson
Photos of mud guard and brake below

Looking down at first mudguard bolt to bracket

4 screws fixing brake block to mudguard.

Mudguard Bracket 20x20x3mm. Scrap to hand.

Front view of mudguard and brake block.

From below

Side on of brake block 60 x 130 x 20 mm
and mud guard 450 x 140 mm, stainless,
because it was springy and did not stay bent
onto the wheel.
Mud guard material ½ mm or 64 thou. It was
a scrap bit given to me.

Centre to centre of wheels 1518 mm or 59 ¾
inches

Dimensions are not set in stone,
make sure the bike will fit you,
with a mock up before you cut
wood or metal.

To fit an estate car

Trevor and Percy have made a brilliant, simple pair of cuts to the frame, drilled 8 holes, made 4 angle brackets and the bike now fits in
the back of an Estate Car.

Trevor and Percy’s work

Corrected Metric Frame sizes by Trevor Catterson and Percy Young

Corrected Metric Frame sizes by Trevor Catterson and Percy Young

View from above

Skim the “square hole boss” between centres in the lathe after welding to prevent wobble

Jacqui

Frame to carry the Axle

Jacqui

Outrigger Axle

Jacqui
Trevor and Percy suggest making the outrigger axle plate wider and using 8mm bolts rather than 6mm screws.

Simple way of checking the Wheel Gauge

Jacqui
Trevor and Percy suggest 59” ¼ -59” ¾ centre to centre

Some of Trevor’s Photos.
They are all in part 2 on the website
With lots of Historic Machines and
variations of the type.
Wheel studding sleeves

Threaded rod assembly.
Front and rear bearing mountings and plates.

Wheels as laser cut
Outrigger Axle

Assembled Frame

Outrigger wheel
Pedal plate

Your choice hinges on your transport to shift the machine. But several of the basic design have been built, and they work.

